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My name is Annette Scheyen and I have worked with RG Gibson and Sons for almost
4 years.  I have hired them on behalf of clients but most recently they have done
work in my own home.
Craig is professional, extremely knowledgeable and very courteous.  We have
completed a main floor renovation and the last product I needed to choose was our
flooring.  Craig gave me different options, was patient while I took many different
samples home and he could see I was not truly excited about any one product until
he introduced me to the XL Rustic Custom Wide Plank line.   I had the unique
opportunity to meet with Karen Keller at Breezewood to see large samples of the
product.  Again I brought many colour samples home and fell in love with the Hard
Maple in Driftwood.   Finally I was super excited.
It is a custom product so it took weeks before the product arrived but so worth the
wait.  The installers at RG Gibson are excellent.  XL Rustic comes in three widths and
lengths up to 12 feet.  They took care in laying the product and it looks perfect.  They
made an oversized custom floor vent and also a nosing for at the top of my stairs.
Each piece is gorgeous and the attention to detail is incredible.  When they delivered
the pieces I told Craig the vent and nosing piece were beyond my expectations.
He also had a crew lay tile in my laundry room, bathroom and kitchen and another
crew refinished the steps on my staircase with a matching stain from Breezewood.
The transition from hardwood to tile is flawless. And to complete the flooring they
installed all my baseboards.  The mitering is excellent and they were very, very
efficient.
RG Gibson is an excellent company and Craig has trained his staff well.  I highly
recommend them for all your flooring needs especially hardwood.   I have received
countless compliments on my flooring and it is with great appreciation I have Craig
and his company to thank for all their knowledge, patience and skill.
Regards,
Annette Scheyen

